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Abstract
We will prove a Riemann–Roch like theorem for triangulated categories satisfying Serre
duality. As an application, we will prove Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula for
noncommutative Cohen–Macaulay surfaces in terms of sheaf cohomology. We will also show
that the formulas hold for stable categories over Koszul connected graded algebras in terms of
Tate–Vogel cohomology by extending the BGG correspondence.
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1. Introduction
Since the classi;cation of curves and surfaces is one of the high points of com-
mutative algebraic geometry, one of the major projects in noncommutative algebraic
geometry is to classify noncommutative curves and noncommutative surfaces [22].
Fortunately, one can carry over many tools from commutative algebraic geometry to
noncommutative settings. In fact, the classi;cation of noncommutative curves can be
regarded as settled by Artin and Sta?ord [1]. In contrast, the classi;cation of non-
commutative surfaces beyond the classi;cation of noncommutative analogues of the
projective plane is wide open.
In commutative algebraic geometry, blowing up and intersection theory were essential
tools in the classi;cation of surfaces. In [23], Van den Bergh de;ned blowing up
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of a point on a noncommutative surface by introducing notions of quasi-scheme and
bimodule over quasi-schemes. On the other hand, intersection theory was extended to a
quasi-scheme by JForgensen [9] and Mori–Smith [16] independently. In [9], JForgensen
de;ned an intersection multiplicity of a module and an e?ective divisor, which is
typically a bimodule so that Tor makes sense, and proved Riemann–Roch Theorem
and the genus formula (Adjunction Formula) for classical Cohen–Macaulay surfaces.
In [16], we de;ned an intersection multiplicity of two modules using Ext instead of Tor,
and proved BGezout’s Theorem for noncommutative projective spaces (see also [13]).
Fortunately, it was proved by Chan [6] that our new intersection multiplicity de;ned
by Ext agrees with the Serre’s intersection multiplicity de;ned by Tor for commutative
locally complete intersection schemes and up to ;ve-dimensional Gorenstein schemes.
In this paper, we will prove Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula for
classical Cohen–Macaulay surfaces using our intersection multiplicity de;ned by Ext.
Our results are similar to those in [9], but more general since a bimodule can be
naturally viewed as a module, but a module may not be naturally viewed as a bimodule.
In fact, one of the motivations of this paper is to apply Riemann–Roch Theorem and
Adjunction Formula to a ;ber of a closed point and a K-theoretic section on a quantum
ruled surface de;ned in [17], which are modules but not bimodules in general.
In the last section, we will extend the BGG correspondence [5] to a Koszul connected
graded algebra A such that both A and its Koszul dual A! are noetherian and having
balanced dualizing complexes in the sense of Yekutieli [25], and show that computing
Tate–Vogel cohomologies over A is the same as computing sheaf cohomolgies over the
derived category of the noncommutative projective scheme associated to A!. It follows
that Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula hold for stable categories over
A in terms of Tate–Vogel cohomology. As a byproduct, we will prove a Serre-like
duality for stable categories over AS-Gorenstein Koszul algebras.
To explain the motivation of the paper more in detail, we will now recall some
de;nitions and notations used in noncommutative algebraic geometry. A (commutative)
scheme is a pair X = (X;OX ) of a topological space X and a sheaf of rings OX on X ,
which is locally aLne. The category Mod X of quasi-coherent OX -modules is essential
to study the scheme X in modern algebraic geometry. It is known that if X is a
quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme, then Mod X is a Grothendieck category. In
[23], Van den Bergh introduced a notion of quasi-scheme in order to develop a theory
of noncommutative blowing up.
Denition 1.1. A quasi-scheme is a pair X = (Mod X;OX ) where Mod X is a
Grothendieck category and OX is an object in Mod X , for which we will write
OX ∈Mod X . A quasi-scheme X is noetherian if Mod X is locally noetherian, that
is, Mod X has a small set of noetherian generators, and OX is a noetherian object. A
quasi-scheme over a ;eld k is a quasi-scheme X such that Mod X is k-linear, that is,
HomX -set has a k-vector space structure compatible with compositions.
An object in Mod X is called an X -module. If X is noetherian, then we use a lower
letter case mod X to denote the full subcategory of Mod X consisting of noetherian
objects. For example, if X is a noetherian commutative scheme, then mod X is the
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category of coherent OX -modules. An important example of a quasi-scheme for us is
a noncommutative projective scheme de;ned by Artin and Zhang [3].
Denition 1.2. Let A be a ;nitely generated connected graded algebra over a ;eld k,
Gr Mod A the category of graded right A-modules, and Fdim A the full subcategory
of Gr Mod A consisting of direct limits of ;nite dimensional modules. We de;ne
the noncommutative projective scheme associated to A to be a quasi-scheme
ProjA = (TailsA; A) where TailsA = GrMod A=Fdim A is the quotient category and
 : Gr Mod A→ TailsA is the quotient functor. We often write M = M ∈TailsA for
M ∈GrMod A.
If A is a ;nitely generated connected graded domain of GKdimension d + 1, then
it is reasonable to call ProjA a noncommutative irreducible projective scheme of di-
mension d. In fact, noncommutative irreducible projective curves in this sense were
classi;ed by Artin and Sta?ord [1]. Another possible de;nition of a noncommutative
scheme was given in [22], namely, a noncommutative smooth proper scheme of dimen-
sion d is a noetherian Ext-;nite k-linear abelian category of homological dimension
d satisfying Serre duality (see the de;nitions below). In fact, noncommutative smooth
proper curves in this sense were classi;ed by Reiten and Van den Bergh [20]. Our
ultimate goal is to classify noncommutative surfaces in either sense. Although the clas-
si;cation of noncommutative surfaces is wide open, in this paper, we will extend the
important classical tools in studying commutative surfaces, Riemann–Roch Theorem
and Adjunction Formula, to noncommutative surfaces in either sense above.
2. Riemann–Roch theorem for triangulated categories
From now on, we ;x a ;eld k, and assume that all categories and functors are
k-linear. In order to treat two possible de;nitions of noncommutative surfaces given
in the introduction at the same time, we will ;rst prove Riemann–Roch Theorem and
Adjunction Formula for triangulated categories. The following de;nition is inspired by
the de;nition of a quasi-scheme above.
Denition 2.1. A triangulated quasi-scheme over k is a triple X = (triX; T;OX ) where
• triX is a k-linear triangulated category,
• T : triX → triX is the translation functor, and
• OX ∈ triX .
We refer to [24, Chapter 10] for basic properties of a triangulated category. If
X = (Mod X;OX ) is a noetherian quasi-scheme over k, then mod X is an abelian cate-
gory, so the triple D(X ) := (Db(mod X ); [1];OX ) is a triangulated quasi-scheme over
k where Db(mod X ) is the bounded derived category of mod X and M[n]i =Mn+i
for M∈Db(mod X ) [24, Corollary 10.4.3] (note that, in [24], M[n] was de;ned by
M[n]i =Mi−n). If X = (triX; T;OX ) is a triangulated quasi-scheme over k, then so is
its opposite X o := ((triX )o; T−1;OX ) [24, Exercise 10.2.3].
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If X is a triangulated quasi-scheme over k, and M;N∈ triX , then we de;ne
ExtiX (M;N) := HomX (M; T
iN):
In particular, we de;ne the ith “sheaf cohomology” of M by
Hi(X;M) := ExtiX (OX ;M):
We de;ne the Euler form of M and N by
(M;N) :=
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)i dimk ExtiX (M;N);
and the Euler characteristic of M by
(M) := (OX ;M) =
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)i dimk Hi(X;M):
Following [16], we de;ne the intersection multiplicity of M and N by
M ·N= (−1)codimM(M;N)
for some suitably de;ned integer codimM. Here, Krull dimension is a natural candidate
to be used, however, in practice, Krull dimension is not easy to compute, so we will
not specify which dimension function to be used until some concrete examples are
considered. Note that (M;N) is well-de;ned if and only if
(1) dimk ExtiX (M;N)¡∞ for all i, and
(2) ExtiX (M;N) = 0 for all but ;nitely many i.
For these conditions, the following de;nitions are convenient.
Denition 2.2. Let X be a triangulated quasi-scheme over k.
(1) We say that X is H-;nite if dimk H0(X;M) = dimk HomX (OX ;M)¡∞ for all
M∈ triX .
(2) We say that X is Hom-;nite if dimk HomX (M;N)¡∞ for all pairsM;N∈ triX .
(3) We say that X has ;nite cohomological dimension if, for each M∈ triX ,
Hi(X;M) = 0 for all but ;nitely many i, that is, the cohomological functor
H0(X;−) is of ;nite type.
(4) We say that X has ;nite homological dimension if, for each pair M;N∈ triX ,
ExtiX (M;N) = 0 for all but ;nitely many i.
Let X be a triangulated quasi-scheme. We write D : triX → triX for an exact
autoequivalence, −D : triX → triX for the inverse of D, and M(D) := D(M)∈ triX
for M∈ triX . If C and D are exact autoequivalences of triX , then we de;ne the
exact autoequivalence C + D of triX by M(C + D) := D(C(M)). Note that C + D
is not isomorphic to D + C in general. The Grothendieck group of X is de;ned by
K0(X ) := K0(triX ). (Here we tacitly assume that triX is skeletally small.) The image
of M∈ triX in K0(X ) is denoted by [M]. The following de;nition is motivated by
the de;nition of a K-theoretic section on a quantum ruled surface [17, Section 5].
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Denition 2.3. Let X be a triangulated quasi-scheme. A weak divisor on X is an
element OD ∈K0(X ) of the form OD = [OX ]− [OX (−D)]∈K0(X ) for some exact auto-
equivalence D of triX . If OC and OD are weak divisors on X , then OC+D is a weak
divisor de;ned by OC+D = [OX ]− [OX (−C − D)]∈K0(X ).
Let X be a triangulated quasi-scheme over k. If X is H-;nite and has ;nite cohomo-
logical dimension, then (M) = (OX ;M) is well-de;ne for all M∈ triX . Since
H0(X;−) = HomX (OX ;−) : triX → Z is a (covariant) cohomological functor [24,
Example 10.2.8], if L →M →N → TL is an exact triangle in triX , then there is
a long exact sequence
· · · → Hi(X;L)→ Hi(X;M)→ Hi(X;N)→ Hi+1(X;L)→ · · · :
It follows that (M)=(L)+(N), so the Euler characteristic induces a linear form
(−) : K0(X )→ Z:
If OD is a weak divisor on X , then
(OD;M) = (OX ;M)− (OX (−D);M) = (M)− (M(D))
is well-de;ned for all M∈ triX , so it induces a linear form
(OD;−) : K0(X )→ Z:
We de;ne codimOD=1 so that OD ·M=−(OD;M). (In the language of [9], we assume
that all weak divisors we consider satisfy the condition [(d− 1)− dim].) Similarly, if
X is Hom-;nite and has ;nite homological dimension, then the Euler from induces a
bilinear form
(−;−) : K0(X )× K0(X )→ Z:
The following asymmetric formula is immediate.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be an H-5nite triangulated quasi-scheme over k of 5nite cohomo-
logical dimension. If OC and OD are weak divisors on X , then
(OC;OD) = (OX )− (OX (C))− (OX (−D)) + (OX (−D + C)):
In particular,
(OD;OD) = (OD;OX ) + (OX ;OD):
Proof. Left to the reader.
We will now prove a Riemannn–Roch like theorem for Cohen–Macaulay triangulated
quasi-schemes de;ned below.
Denition 2.5. Let X be a triangulated quasi-scheme over k. We say that X is
Cohen–Macaulay if
(1) X is H-;nite,
(2) X has ;nite cohomological dimension, and
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(3) X satis;es Serre duality, that is, there exists !X ∈ triX such that
HomX (−; !X ) ∼= H0(X;−)∗ : triX → mod k;
where (−)∗ denotes the k-vector space dual. We call !X the canonical object of
X . A Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme X is called Gorenstein if !X ∼=
OX (K) in triX for some exact autoequivalence K of triX . If this is the case, then
we de;ne the canonical divisor OK on X by OK = [OX ]− [OX (−K)]∈K0(X ).
Let C be a Hom-;nite k-linear abelian category. A (right) Serre functor is an au-
toequivalence (endofunctor) F : C→ C such that
HomC(M;N) ∼= HomC(N; F(M))∗
for all M;N∈C which are natural in M andN [20]. Let X be a Hom-;nite triangu-
lated quasi-scheme. If triX has a right Serre functor F : triX → triX , then X satis;es
Serre duality with the canonical object !X =F(OX )∈ triX for any choice of OX ∈ triX .
We will give some examples of a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme in the
subsequent sections.
Note that if a triangulated quasi-scheme X satis;es Serre duality with the canonical
object !X , then
ExtiX (−; !X ) = HomX (−; T i!X ) ∼= HomX (T−i(−); !X )
∼=H0(X; T−i(−))∗ =H−i(X;−)∗
for all i. So the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.6. If X is a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme over k with the
canonical object !X , then so is X ′ := ((triX )o; T−1; !X ) with the canonical object
!X ′ = OX . Moreover, if X is Gorenstein with the canonical object !X ∼= OX (K)
for some exact autoequivalence K of triX , then so is X o with the canonical object
!Xo = OX (−K).
Proof. Left to the reader.
The formulas in the following theorem were called Riemann–Roch and the genus
formula in [9, Theorems 5.1, 5.2].
Theorem 2.7. Suppose that X is a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme
over k, OD is a weak divisor on X , and !X is the canonical object of X . Then we
have the following formulas:
(1)
(OX (D)) =
1
2
(OD · OD − OD · ([!X ]− [OX ])) + 1 + pa;
where pa := (OX )− 1 is the arithmetic genus of X .
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(2)
2g− 2 = OD · OD + OD · ([!X ]− [OX ]);
where g := 1− (OD) is the genus of OD.
Proof. Since X is Cohen–Macaulay, for any M∈ triX , we have
(M; !X ) =
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)i dimk ExtiX (M; !X )
=
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)i dimk Ext−iX (OX ;M)∗
=
∞∑
i=−∞
(−1)i dimk ExtiX (OX ;M)
= (OX ;M):
By Lemma 2.4,
OD · OD − OD · ([!X ]− [OX ])
=− (OD;OD) + (OD; !X )− (OD;OX )
=− (OD;OX )− (OX ;OD) + (OX ;OD)− (OD;OX )
=− 2(OD;OX )
=− 2((OX )− (OX (D)))
=− 2(1 + pa) + 2(OX (D));
hence the ;rst formula. Similarly,
OD · OD + OD · ([!X ]− [OX ])
=− (OD;OD)− (OD; !X ) + (OD;OX )
=− (OD;OX )− (OX ;OD)− (OX ;OD) + (OD;OX )
=− 2(OX ;OD)
=− 2(OD)
=− 2(1− g)
=2g− 2;
hence the second formula.
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If X is a Gorenstein triagulated quasi-scheme over k, then we have formulas which
are closer to the classical Riemann–Roch and Adjunction Formula for commutative
smooth projective surfaces [7, Chapter V, Theorem 1.6, Proposition 1.5].
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that X is a Gorenstein triangulated quasi-scheme over k, OD
is a weak divisor on X , and OK is the canonical divisor on X . Then we have the
following formulas:
(1) (Riemann–Roch)
(OX (D)) =
1
2
(OD · OD − OK · OD) + 1 + pa:
(2) (Adjunction formula)
2g− 2 = OD · OD + OK · OD:
Proof. Since
OK · OD =−(OK ;OD)
=−((OD)− (OD(K)))
=−(OX ;OD) + (OX ;OD(K))
=−(OD; !X ) + (OD(K); !X )
=−(OD; !X ) + (OD(K);OX (K))
=−(OD; !X ) + (OD;OX )
=OD · ([!X ]− [OX ]);
the formulas follow from Theorem 2.7.
In our intersection multiplicity de;ned by Ext, the order may be important. Let X
be a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme over k. We have seen that OD · !X
is well-de;ned, but we do not know whether or not !X · OD is well-de;ned unless X
is Gorenstein. Even if X is Gorenstein, we do not know whether or not OK · OD =
OD · OK in general, so we may not be able to simply replace OK · OD by OD · OK
in the above formulas. In fact, over a noetherian commutative Gorenstein local ring,
the commutativity of our intersection multiplicity is equivalent to Serre’s vanishing
conjecture (see [13]).
3. Noncommutative Cohen–Macaulay surfaces
In this section, we will prove Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula for
noncommutative Cohen–Macaulay surfaces.
Let X be a noetherian quasi-scheme over k, and M;N∈Mod X . Since the
Grothendieck category Mod X has enough injectives, N has an injective resolution
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E• in Mod X . Since HomX (M;−) : Mod X → Mod k is a left exact functor, we can
de;ne
ExtiX (M;N) := h
i(HomX (M;E•)):
In particular, we can de;ne the ith “sheaf cohomology” of M∈Mod X by
Hi(X;M) := ExtiX (OX ;M)
as before. We say that X is Ext-;nite if dimk ExtiX (M;N)¡∞ for allM;N∈mod X
and all i. We de;ne the cohomological dimension of X by
cd(X ) = sup{i |Hi(X;M) = 0 for some M∈mod X };
and the homological dimension of X by
hd(X ) = sup{i |ExtiX (M;N) = 0 for someM;N∈mod X }:
Note that since Mod X has enough injectives,
ExtiX (M;N) ∼= ExtiD (X )(M;N)
for all M;N∈mod X and all i [24, Corollary 10.7.5].
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a noetherian quasi-scheme over k.
(1) If X is Ext-5nite, then D(X ) is H-5nite.
(2) If cd(X )¡∞, then D(X ) has 5nite cohomological dimension.
Proof. Since Mod X has enough injectives and HomX (OX ;−) : Mod X → Mod k is a
left exact functor, there is a convergent Grothendieck spectral sequence
Epq2 : = R
p HomX (OX ; hq(M)) = Ext
p
X (OX ; h
q(M))
⇒Rp+q HomX (OX ;M) ∼= hp+q(RHomX (OX ;M))
∼= Extp+qD (X )(OX ;M) = Hp+q(D(X );M)
for any M∈Db(mod X ) by [24, Corollaries 10.8.3, 10.5.7], hence the result.
We will now give some examples of a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme.
Example 3.2. Let C be an Ext-;nite k-linear abelian category. We say that C satis;es
(right) Serre duality if Db(C) has a (right) Serre functor. If C satis;es right Serre
duality, then clearly C has ;nite homological dimension. We say that C is hereditary if
homological dimension of C is at most 1. In [20], Reiten and Van den Bergh classi;ed
noetherian Ext-;nite hereditary abelian categories over an algebraically closed ;eld k
satisfying Serre duality.
If X is a noetherian Ext-;nite quasi-scheme over k such that mod X satis;es (right)
Serre duality, then cd(X )6 hd(X )¡∞, so D(X ) is H-;nite and having ;nite cohomo-
logical dimension by Lemma 3.1. Since D(X ) has a (right) Serre functor, we have
seen that D(X ) satis;es Serre duality, hence D(X ) is a Gorenstein (Cohen–Macaulay)
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triangulated quasi-scheme. It follows that Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction For-
mula hold for the derived categories of noncommutative smooth proper schemes de;ned
in the introduction.
Example 3.3. In particular, if X is a noetherian commutative scheme over k, then
cd(X )6 dim X by [7, Chapter 3, Theorem 2.7], so D(X ) has ;nite cohomological
dimension. Moreover, if X is projective, then X is Ext-;nite and cd(X ) = dim X , so
D(X ) is H-;nite. In fact, D(X ) is a Cohen–Macaulay triagulated quasi-scheme with
!D (X ) the dualizing complex of X .
We can similarly construct a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme from a
noncommutative projective scheme.
Denition 3.4. Let A be a noetherian connected graded algebra over k, and m= A¿1
the augmentation ideal of A. For M;N ∈GrMod A, the set of morphisms in Gr Mod A,
that is, right A-module homomorphisms preserving degrees, is denoted by HomA(M;N ).
We de;ne the functor m : D(Gr Mod A)→ D(Gr Mod A) by
m(−) := lim
n→∞
( ∞⊕
m=−∞
HomA(A=A¿n; (−)(m))
)
:
The right derived functor of m is denoted by Rm, and the ith local cohomology
functor is de;ned by
Him(−) := hi(Rm(−)) = limn→∞
( ∞⊕
m=−∞
ExtiA(A=A¿n; (−)(m))
)
:
Similarly, we de;ne the functor mo : D(Gr Mod Ao)→ D(Gr Mod Ao) where Ao is the
opposite graded algebra of A. Here, we identify a graded left A-module with a graded
right Ao-module. We de;ne the depth of M ∈GrMod A by
depthM = inf{i |Him(M) = 0};
and the local dimension of M ∈GrMod A by
ldimM = sup{i |Him(M) = 0}:
A balanced dualizing complex was ;rst introduced by Yekutieli [25].
Denition 3.5. Let A be a noetherian connected graded algebra over k, and Ae :=
A ⊗k Ao. We identify a graded A–A bimodule with a graded Ae-module. An object
R∈Db(Gr Mod Ae) is called a balanced dualizing complex if
• R has ;nite injective dimension over A and Ao,
• hi(R) are ;nitely generated over A and Ao for all i,
• the natural morphisms
A→ R
( ∞⊕
m=−∞
HomA(R; R(m))
)
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and
A→ R
( ∞⊕
m=−∞
HomAo(R; R(m))
)
are isomorphisms in D(Gr Mod Ae), and
• Rm(R) ∼= Rmo(R) ∼= A∗ in D(Gr Mod Ae) where A∗ is a graded k-vector space
dual of A endowed with the natural graded A–A bimodule structure.
A balanced dualizing complex is unique up to isomorphisms in D(Gr Mod Ae) if it
exists.
Lemma 3.6. If A is a noetherian connected graded algebra over k having the bal-
anced dualizing complex R, then X = D(ProjA) is a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated
quasi-scheme with the canonical object !X = R[− 1]∈Db(tailsA).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 and [26, Theorem 4.2.2].
Let X be a noetherian quasi-scheme. We can de;ne a weak divisor on X by
OD=[OX ]−[OX (−D)]∈K0(X ) := K0(mod X ) for some autoequivalence D of mod X as
before. Since any autoequivalence D : mod X → mod X induces an exact autoequiva-
lence D : Db(mod X )→ Db(mod X ), it follows that OD=[OX ]−[OX (−D)]∈K0(D(X ))
is a weak divisor on D(X ) in the sense of De;nition 2.3. Note that if X is a noetherian
commutative scheme and D is an e?ective divisor on X in the usual sense, then there
is an exact sequence
0→ OX (−D)→ OX → OD → 0
in mod X where OX (−D) is an invertible OX -module and OD is the structure sheaf of
D, so [OD] = [OX ] − [OX (−D)]∈K0(X ). Since − ⊗X OX (D) : mod X → mod X is an
autoequivalence of mod X , OD is a weak divisor on X in the above sense.
There was a notion of classical Cohen–Macaulay for a quasi-scheme de;ned by
Yekutieli and Zhang [26].
Denition 3.7. Let X be a noetherian quasi-scheme over k. We say that X is classical
Cohen–Macaulay if
• X is Ext-;nite,
• cd(X ) = d¡∞, and
• X satis;es classical Serre duality, that is, there exists an object !X ∈mod X such
that
ExtiX (−; !X ) ∼= Hd−i(X;−)∗ : mod X → mod k
for all i.
We call !X the canonical sheaf on X . A classical Cohen–Macaulay quasi-scheme X
is called classical Gorenstein if !X ∼= OX (K) in mod X for some autoequivalence
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K of mod X . If this is the case, then we de;ne the canonical divisor OK on X by
OK = [OX ]− [OX (−K)]∈K0(X ).
We will now give some examples of a classical Cohen–Macaulay quasi-scheme.
The following algebras have been intensively studied in noncommutative algebraic
geometry. Here AS stands for Artin–Schelter.
Denition 3.8. Let A be a noetherian connected graded algebra over k having the
balanced dualizing complex.
• We say that A is AS–Cohen–Macaulay if depth A= ldim A.
• We say that A is AS–Gorenstein if id(A)¡∞.
• We say that A is AS–regular if gldim A¡∞.
Example 3.9. Let A be a noetherian connected graded algebra over k having the bal-
anced dualizing complex R. Then A is AS–Cohen–Macaulay if and only if R ∼= !A[d]
in D(Gr Mod Ae) for some graded A–A bimodule !A, which we call the canonical
module of A, and d = depth A. If this is the case, then X = ProjA is a classical Co-
hen–Macaulay quasi-scheme with the canonical sheaf !X = !A ∈ tailsA, and D(X )
is a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme with the canonical object !D (X ) =
!A[d − 1]∈Db(tailsA) by Lemma 3.6. Moreover, A is AS-Gorenstein if and only
if !A ∼= A(−‘) in grmod A for some integer ‘. If this is the case, then X = ProjA
is classical Gorenstein with the canonical sheaf !X =A(−‘)∈ tailsA, and D(X ) is
Gorenstein with the canonical object !D (X ) =A[d− 1](−‘).
Example 3.10. In particular, a quantum projective space over k, which is typically of
the form X = ProjA for some AS-regular algebra A, is classical Gorenstein having
;nite homological dimension. Moreover, a quantum ruled surface over a commuta-
tive smooth projective scheme of ;nite type over k is classical Cohen–Macaulay by
[18, Theorems 4.16, 5.20]; [19, Corollary 3.6], and having ;nite homological dimension
by [17, Proposition 5.4]. We refer to [16,17] for intersection theory over a quantum
projective space and a quantum ruled surface, respectively.
As stated in the introduction, our aim is to use intersection theory to classify non-
commutative surfaces. We will now show that Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunc-
tion Formula hold for noncommutative Cohen–Macaulay surfaces.
Theorem 3.11. Let X be a noetherian classical Cohen–Macaulay quasi-scheme over
k. If cd(X ) = d is an even integer (e.g. cd(X ) = 2 so that X is a “noncommutative
Cohen–Macaulay surface”), then exactly the same formulas in Theorem 2.7 hold for
X . Moreover, if X is classical Gorenstein, then exactly the same formulas in Theorem
2.8 hold for X .
Proof. If !X is the canonical sheaf on X , then
HomD (X )(M; !X [d]) ∼= ExtdX (M; !X ) ∼= H0(X;M)∗ ∼= H0(D(X );M)∗
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for all M∈mod X , so !X [d]∈Db(mod X ) behaves like a canonical object of D(X )
with respect to objects in mod X . Since d is an even integer,
OD · !X [d] =−(OD; !X [d])
=−(−1)d(OD; !X )
=−(OD; !X )
=OD · !X :
It follows that exactly the same proofs of Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.8 will prove
the results.
If cd(X ) = d is an odd integer in the above theorem, then the similar formulas in
Theorem 2.7, replacing [!X ] by −[!X ], hold for X . However, we do not know any
nice formulas for X corresponding to those in Theorem 2.8 in this case. If A is a rea-
sonably nice AS–Cohen–Macaulay algebra such as PI, then cd(ProjA)=GKdim A−1,
so the above Theorem typically applies to noncommutative Cohen–Macaulay projective
surfaces de;ned in the introduction. Note that since our intersection multiplicity agrees
with the Serre’s intersection multiplicity for noetherian commutative Gorenstein sur-
faces [6], even applying to commutative surfaces, the above theorem is more general
than the usual Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula given in [7, Chapter
V, Theorem 1.6, Proposition 1.5].
4. Comparison with intersection theory by J0orgensen
There is another intersection theory for noncommutative surfaces developed by
JForgensen [9]. In this section, we will compare these two intersection theories.
In [23], Van den Bergh introduced a notion of bimodule over quasi-schemes. Let
X; Y; Z be quasi-schemes. We de;ne the following categories:
• Lex(Y; X )= the category of left exact functors Mod Y → Mod X .
• BIMOD(X; Y )= the opposite category of Lex(Y; X ).
• BiMod(X; Y )= the full subcategory of BIMOD(X; Y ) consisting of objects having
left adjoints, that is, an object in BiMod(X; Y ) is an adjoint pair of functors.
An object M∈BIMOD(X; Y ) is called a weak X –Y bimodule, and the correspond-
ing left exact functor is denoted by HomY (M;−) : Mod Y → Mod X . An object
M∈BiMod(X − Y ) is called an X –Y bimodule, and the corresponding right exact
functor is denoted by −⊗X M : Mod X → Mod Y , so that
HomY (−⊗X M;−) ∼= HomX (−;HomY (M;−)):
If M∈BIMOD(X; Y ) and N∈BIMOD(Y; Z), then the composition of M and N is
denoted by M⊗Y N∈BIMOD(X; Z), so that
HomZ(M⊗Y N;−) ∼=HomY (M;HomZ(N;−)):
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An X –Y bimoduleM is called noetherian if the functors −⊗XM : Mod X → Mod X
and HomY (M;−) : Mod Y → Mod X send noetherian objects to noetherian objects.
We write oX for the identity functor oX : Mod X → Mod X , viewed as an X –X
bimodule. An X –Y bimodule L is invertible if there is an Y –X bimodule M such
that L ⊗Y M ∼= oX and M ⊗X L ∼= oY . Invertible bimodules are clearly noetherian.
We often write oX (D) for an invertible X –X bimodule, oX (−D) for the inverse of
oX (D), and N(D) :=N ⊗X oX (D)∈Mod X for N∈Mod X , so that these notations
agree with the notations de;ned in the previous sections.
Let X; Y be quasi-schemes. If M∈BIMOD(X; Y ), then HomY (M;−) : Mod Y →
Mod X is a left exact functor, so, for N∈Mod Y , we can de;ne
ExtiY (M;N) := h
i(HomY (M;E•));
where E• is an injective resolution of N in Mod Y . Moreover, for L∈Mod X , we
can also de;ne Tor Xi (L;M) to be a unique object up to isomorphisms in Mod Y
satisfying
HomY (Tor Xi (L;M);E) ∼= ExtiX (L;HomY (M;E))
for every injective object E∈Mod Y [17, Lemma 1.4].
An e?ective divisor on a quasi-scheme was de;ned in [23].
Denition 4.1. Let X be a noetherian quasi-scheme over k. An e?ective divisor on X
is an X –X bimodule oD which admits an exact sequence
0→ oX (−D)→ oX → oD → 0
in BIMOD (X; X ) for some invertible X –X bimodule oX (D). An e?ective divisor oD
on X is called admissible if HomX (oD;OX ) = 0.
Note that if oD is an e?ective divisor on X , then oX (−D); oX ; oD ∈BiMod(X; X ) by
[9, Lemma 1.5].
Let X be a noetherian Ext-;nite quasi-scheme over k of ;nite cohomological dimen-
sion and oD an e?ective divisor on X . In [9], JForgensen de;ned the ;rst Chern class
of oD by an endomorphism
c(D) : K0(X )→ K0(X ); [M] → [M]− [M(−D)];
and the intersection multiplicity of [M]∈K0(X ) and oD by
〈D; [M]〉 := (c(D)[M]):
His de;nition of intersection multiplicity can be extended to a general X -module M
and a general X –X bimodule N as
〈N;M〉 :=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i(Tor Xi (M;N)):
In fact, applying the functor M⊗X − to the exact sequence
0→ oX (−D)→ oX → oD → 0
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in BIMOD(X; X ), we have an exact sequence
0→Tor X1 (M; oD)→M(−D)→M→M⊗X oD → 0
in mod X and Tor Xi (M; oD) = 0 for i¿ 2, so
〈D;M〉 := (c(D)[M])
= ([M]− [M(−D)])
= (M)− (M(−D))
= (M⊗X oD)− (Tor X1 (M; oD))
=
∞∑
i=0
(−1)i(Tor Xi (M; oD))
= : 〈oD;M〉:
This shows that his de;nition of intersection multiplicity looks more like the Serre’s
intersection multiplicity for commutative schemes. He proved Riemann–Roch Theorem
and the genus formula (Adjunction Formula) for admissible e?ective divisors on a non-
commutative Cohen–Macaulay surface using his de;nition of intersection multiplicity
[9, Theorems 5.1, 5.2]. Note that he de;ned and assumed some technical conditions,
such as [Fixd comp] and [Invariant], to prove his results. This already shows an ad-
vantage of Theorem 3.11 because those technical conditions are presumably diLcult to
check (see [9, Example 5.5] for a simple case). We will also see below that Theorem
3.11 is in fact more general.
Lemma 4.2. Let X be a noetherian quasi-scheme. If oD is an admissible e=ective
divisor on X , then OD := OX ⊗X oD is a weak divisor.
Proof. Let oD be an admissible e?ective divisor on X . Applying the functor
HomX (−;OX ) to the exact sequence
0→ oD → oX → oX (−D)→ 0
in BIMOD(X; X ), we have an exact sequence
0→HomX (oD;OX )→ OX → OX (D)→ Ext1X (oD;OX )→ 0
in mod X . Further, applying the functor −⊗X oX (−D), we have an exact sequence
0→HomX (oD;OX )(−D)→ OX (−D)→ OX → Ext1X (oD;OX )(−D)→ 0
in mod X . Since oD is admissible,
Tor X1 (OX ; oD) ∼=HomX (oD;OX )(−D) = 0;
so there is an exact sequence
0 =Tor X1 (OX ; oD)→ OX (−D)→ OX → OX ⊗X oD → 0
in mod X , hence OD := OX ⊗X oD ∼= Ext1X (oD;OX )(−D) is a weak divisor.
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A weak divisor is presumably much more general than an e?ective divisor, as the
following examples show.
Example 4.3. Let A be a noetherian connected graded domain, so that X =ProjA is a
noetherian noncommutative irreducible projective scheme in the sense of the introduc-
tion. If M =A=fA for some homogeneous element 0 = f∈Am, then M= M ∈ tailsA
should be considered as (the structure sheaf of) a “hypersurface” on X de;ned by f
(see [16]). Since the exact sequence
0→ A(−m) f→A→ M → 0
in grmod A induces an exact sequence
0→ OX (−m)→ OX →M→ 0
in mod X , M is a weak divisor on X . However, it is not clear whether or not there is
an exact sequence
0→ oX (−D)→ oX → oD → 0
in BIMOD(X; X ) which induces the exact sequence
0→ OX (−D) ∼= OX (−m)→ OX → OX ⊗X oD ∼=M→ 0
in mod X unless f is a normalizing element of A.
Example 4.4. Let A be an AS-Gorenstein algebra, so that ProjA is classical Gorenstein.
It is not clear whether or not the canonical divisor OK on ProjA is an e?ective divisor
in general. If A is an AS-regular algebra of gldim A6 3, then the canonical divisor OK
is in fact an e?ective divisor on ProjA by [2, Theorem 6.8.(i)].
Example 4.5. In [17, Section 5], we de;ned a K-theoretic section H on a quantum
ruled surface. By de;nition, H is a weak divisor, but it is not clear whether or not H
is an e?ective divisor in general.
5. Stable categories
In this last section, we will prove Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula
for stable categories over Koszul connected graded algebras in terms of Tate–Vogel
cohomology by extending the BGG correspondence.
First, we will recall the de;nition of the stabilization of a left triangulated category.
Let C be a left triangulated category. The stabilization of C is a pair (S;S(C)), where
S(C) is a triangulated category and S : C → S(C) is an exact functor such that for
any exact functor F : C→ D to a triangulated category D, there exists a unique exact
functor TF :S(C)→ D such that TF ◦ S=F . We refer to [4] for basic properties of the
stabilization.
Let A be a noetherian connected graded algebra over k. We denote grmod A for the
stable category of grmod A by projectives. For M;N ∈ grmod A, the set of morphisms
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in grmod A is denoted by HomA(M;N ). We denote ,
iM ∈ grmod A for the ith syzygy
of M . The ith Tate–Vogel cohomology is de;ned by
ExtiA(M;N ) := limn→∞HomA(,
n+iM; ,nN ):
It is known that the stable category grmod A is a left triangulated category, so we can
de;ne its stabilization S(grmod A). We will now quote two results from [4].
Lemma 5.1. If A is a noetherian connected graded algebra and P is the full subcat-
egory of grmod A consisting of projective modules, then there is an equivalence
G : Db(grmod A)=Db(P)→S(grmod A)
as triangulated categories.
Proof. This is a special case of [4, Corollary 3.9].
Lemma 5.2. If A is a noetherian connected graded algebra and M;N ∈ grmod A, then
ExtiA(M;N ) ∼= ExtiS(grmod A)(S(M); S(N ))
for all i.
Proof. See [4, Section 5].
Since the degree shift functor (n) : grmod A → grmod A naturally induces an au-
toequivalence (n) : Db(grmod A)=Db(P) → Db(grmod A)=Db(P), we can de;ne an
autoequivalence (n) : S(grmod A) → S(grmod A) via the equivalence functor G.
By construction of the functor G in [4, Corollary 3.9], S(M (n)) ∼= S(M)(n) for all
M ∈ grmod A and all n.
Recall that a ;nitely generated connected graded algebra A over k is called Koszul
if k = A=m has a linear resolution, that is, a free resolution of the form
· · · → ⊕A(−2)→ ⊕A(−1)→ A→ k → 0
in GrMod A. If A is Koszul, then A ∼= T (V )=(R) where V is a ;nite dimensional
k-vector space, T (V ) is the tensor algebra over V and R ⊂ V ⊗k V is a subvector
space. In this case, we de;ne the Koszul dual of A by A! := T (V ∗)=(R⊥) where
R⊥ = {/∈V ∗ ⊗k V ∗ | /(r) = 0 for all r ∈R}:
Note that if A is Koszul, then so is A!, and (A!)! ∼= A as graded algebras.
In order to prove the next theorem on Koszul algebras, we will de;ne some more no-
tations. Let A be a noetherian connected graded algebra over k. For M;N ∈
Db(grmod A), we de;ne
PM;NA (s; t) :=
∑
p;q
dimk Ext
p
A(M;N (q))s
ptq ∈Z[[s; s−1; t; t−1]]:
Then the Hilbert series of M is de;ned by
HM (t) := P
A;M
A (−1; t) =
∑
p;q
(−1)p dimk hp(M)qtq ∈Z[[t; t−1]];
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and the PoincarGe series of M is de;ned by
PMA (t) := P
M;k
A (t; 1) =
∑
p;q
dimk Ext
p
A(M; k(q))t
p ∈Z[[t; t−1]]:
The following theorem, partially announced in [15], extends the formula in
[10, Theorem 6] to non-Koszul modules.
Theorem 5.3. Let A be a Koszul connected graded algebra such that both A and A!
are noetherian and having balanced dualizing complexes. Then there is a duality
F : Db(tailsA)→S(grmod A!)
as triangulated categories, having the property
F(M[p](q)) = ,p+qF(M)(q)
for all M∈Db (tailsA) and all p; q. In particular, if M;N∈ tailsA, then
Extptails A(M;N(q)) ∼= Extp+qS(grmod A!)(F(N)(q); F(M))
for all p; q, and if M ′; N ′ ∈ grmod A!, then
ExtpA! (M
′; N ′(q)) ∼= Extp+qDb(tails A)(F−1(N ′)(q); F−1(M ′))
for all p; q.
Proof. By [14, Proposition 4.5], there is a duality
TE : Db(grmod A)→ Db(grmod A!)
as triangulated categories. Let M ∈Db(grmod A). Since A! is noetherian, TE(M) has a
;nitely generated minimal free resolution, so P
TE(M)
A! (t) is well-de;ned. By [14, Lemma
6.2],
P
TE(M)
A! (t) = P
TE(M); k
A! (t; 1)
= PA;MA (t; t)
=
∑
p;q
dimk Ext
p
A(A;M (q))t
ptq
=
∑
p
(∑
q
dimk hp(M)qtq
)
tp
=
∑
p:;nite
Hhp(M)(t)tp:
Let Dbfdim A(grmod A) be the full subcategory of D
b(grmod A) generated by complexes
whose cohomologies are all in fdim A, and P! the full subcategory of grmod A! consist-
ing of projective modules. Since coeLcients of Hhp(M)(t) are all nonnegative integers
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for all p,
TE(M)∈Db(P!)⇔ pd TE(M)¡∞
⇔ P TE(M)A! (t)∈Z[t; t−1]
⇔Hhp(M)(t)∈Z[t; t−1] for all p
⇔ hp(M)∈ fdim A for all p
⇔M ∈Dbfdim A(grmod A):
By [12, Theorem 3.2], there is an equivalence
Db(tailsA) ∼= Db(grmod A)=Dbfdim A(grmod A)
as triangulated categories, so TE induces a duality
TE : Db(tailsA) ∼= Db(grmod A)=Dbfdim A(grmod A)→ Db(grmod A!)=Db(P!)
as triangulated categories. By Lemma 5.1, there is an equivalence
G : Db(grmod A!)=Db(P!)→S(grmod A!)
as triangulated categories, so the composition F = G ◦ TE : Db(tailsA)→ S(grmod A!)
gives a desired duality as triangulated categories.
By [14, Lemma 2.7],
F(M[p](q)) =G( TE(M[p](q)))
=G( TE(M)[− p− q](q))
=,p+qG( TE(M))(q)
=,p+qF(M)(q)
for all M∈Db(tailsA) and all p; q. It follows that
Extptails A(M;N(q))∼=ExtpDb (tails A)(M;N(q))
= HomDb (tails A)(M;N(q)[p])
∼=HomS(grmod A!)(F(N(q)[p]); F(M))
∼=HomS(grmod A!)(,p+qF(N)(q); F(M))
= Extp+q
S(grmod A!)(F(N)(q); F(M))
for all M;N∈ tailsA and all p; q. By Lemma 5.2, the last formula follows simi-
larly.
The above theorem can be thought of as a vast generalization of the classical result
known as the BGG correspondence [5], which asserts the equivalence below for a
polynomial algebra A (see [11] for another direction of generalization).
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Corollary 5.4. Let A be an AS-regular Koszul algebra, then there is an equivalence
Db(tailsA) ∼= grmod(A!)o
as triangulated categories.
Proof. If A is an AS-regular Koszul algebra, then A! is a Frobenius Koszul algebra
by [21, Proposition 5.10]. It follows that grmod A! itself is a triangulated category, so
S(grmod A!) ∼= grmod A! as triangulated categories. Since ∗ : grmod A! → grmod(A!)o
is a duality as triangulated categories, the result follows.
The above theorem also gives another interesting example of a Cohen–Macaulay
triangulated quasi-scheme.
Corollary 5.5. Let A be a Koszul connected graded algebra over k such that both
A and A! are noetherian and having balanced dualizing complexes so that Y =
D(ProjA!) = (Db(tailsA!); [1];A!) is a Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme
over k with the canonical object !Y . Then X = (S(grmod A); ,−1; F(!Y )) is also a
Cohen–Macaulay triangulated quasi-scheme with the canonical object !X = k.
Proof. Since F(A!) = k, this follows from Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 5.3.
Recall that if A is an AS-Gorenstein algebra of id(A) = d such that !A ∼= A(−‘)
in grmod A for some integer ‘, then the classical Serre duality for X = ProjA can be
expressed as
ExtiX (A;−) ∼= Extd−1−iX (−;A(−‘))∗
for all i by Example 3.9. The following result can be thought of as the classical Serre
duality for stable categories.
Theorem 5.6. If A is an AS-Gorenstein Koszul algebra of id(A) = d such that !A ∼=
A(−‘) in grmod A for some integer ‘, and A! is noetherian and having the bal-
anced dualizing complex, then X =(S(grmod A); ,−1; k) is a Gorenstein triangulated
quasi-scheme with the canonical object !X ∼= ,1−dk(−‘). In particular,
ExtiA(k;−) ∼= Extd−1−iA (−; k(−‘))∗
for all i.
Proof. If A is as above, then A! is also an AS-Gorenstein Koszul algebra of id(A) =
d − ‘ such that !A! ∼= A!(‘) in grmod A! by [14, Theorem 3.7]. By Example 3.9,
Y = D(ProjA!) is a Gorenstein triangulated quasi-scheme with the canonical object
!Y ∼= A![d − ‘ − 1](‘). Since F(A!) ∼= k, by Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 5.3, X =
(S(grmod A); ,−1; k) is also a Gorenstein triangulated quasi-scheme with the canonical
object
!X ∼= F(A![− d+ ‘ + 1](−‘)) ∼= ,1−dF(A!)(−‘) ∼= ,1−dk(−‘):
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By Lemma 5.2,
ExtiA(k;−)∼=ExtiS(grmod A)(k;−)
∼=Ext−iS(grmod A)(−; ,1−dk(−‘))∗
=Extd−1−iS(grmod A)(−; k(−‘))∗
∼=Extd−1−iA (−; k(−‘))∗
for all i.
Let A be an AS-Gorenstein Koszul algebra such that A! is noetherian and having
the balanced dualizing complex as in the above theorem. Since grmod A is not a
Grothendieck category, the pair (grmod A; k) is not a quasi-scheme. However, the above
theorem shows that Riemann–Roch Theorem and Adjunction Formula hold for the
pair (grmod A; k) if we use Tate–Vogel cohomologies in the de;nition of intersection
multiplicity. If A is Frobenius, then S(grmod A) ∼= grmod A, so our theory has more
concrete applications.
Example 5.7. Let A be a Frobenius connected graded algebra over k. Since A is ;nite
dimensional over k, X = (grmod A;,−1; M) is a Hom-;nite triangulated quasi-scheme
over k for any choice of M ∈ grmod A. Moreover, by [10, Proposition 8] (see also
[15]), grmod A has a Serre functor , ◦N : grmod A → grmod A where N(−) =⊕∞
m=−∞HomA(−; A(m))∗ : grmod A→ grmod A is the graded Nakayama equivalence.
Presumably, X often has ;nite cohomological dimension for any choice of M ∈ grmod A
so that X is a Gorenstein triangulated quasi-scheme. This is indeed the case when A
is Koszul and A! is noetherian because in this case, A! is AS-regular and tailsA! has
;nite homological dimension.
Example 5.8. On the other hand, if A is a Frobenius (ungraded) algebra over k, then
X = (mod A;,−1; M) is a Hom-;nite triangulated quasi-scheme having a Serre func-
tor , ◦N : mod A → mod A where N(−) = HomA(−; A)∗ : mod A → mod A is the
Nakayama equivalence. However, it could be true that X always has in;nite cohomo-
logical dimension for any choice of 0 = M ∈mod A as explained below.
The following de;nition was made in [8].
Denition 5.9. Let A be a ring. For M;N ∈mod A, we de;ne
eA(M;N ) := sup{i |ExtiA(M;N ) = 0}:
We say that A is an AB-ring if
sup{eA(M;N ) |M;N ∈mod A such that eA(M;N )¡∞}¡∞:
In [8], Huneke and Jorgensen showed that all noetherian commutative local
complete intersection rings are AB-rings [8, Corollary 3.4], and posed a question if all
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noetherian commutative local Gorenstein rings are AB-rings. Their question can be re-
duced to the question if all commutative local quasi-Frobenius rings are AB-rings by [8,
Proposition 3.2].
Lemma 5.10. Let A be a Frobenius algebra over k. If A is an AB-ring, then
X = (mod A;,−1; M) has in5nite cohomological dimension for any choice of
0 = M ∈mod A.
Proof. Since A is Frobenius,
ExtiA(M;−) = ExtiA(M;−)
for all i¿ 1. If X has ;nite cohomological dimension, then, for each N ∈mod A,
eA(M;N )¡∞. Since A is an AB-ring, there exists an integer m such that eA(M;N )6m
for all N ∈mod A. It follows that M has ;nite projective dimension. Since A is Frobe-
nius, M is projective, so M ∼= 0 in mod A.
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